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BUNDLES ON CAUDAL CURVES
ZIV RAN
ABSTRACT. We study vector bundles on curves with rational tails and their smoothings and give a
sufficient condition for the general fibre to be balanced.
Vector bundles on rational curves and rational trees occur in geometric questions, e.g. about
rational curves on varieties and their normal bundles, see for instance [2], [1], [3], [5] or [4] and
further references therein. While the structure of vector bundles on P1 is well known (viz. direct
sum of lines bundles), the corresponding question on a general rational rational tree seems not as
clear. In particular, bundles on rational trees need not split as direct sums of line bundles. Now
on P1, the best-behaved bundles are the balanced ones, i.e. those that split as direct sums of line
bundles with degrees in a length-1 interval [d+ − 1, d+]. Thus from the perspective of geometric
applications, the most relevant question seems to be: what is a reasonable condition on a bundle
EC on a rational tree C to ensure that in any a smoothing of (C, EC), the general family member
is balanced? Unfortunately for big trees the requirement that H1(C, EˇC ⊗ EC) = 0, which is
equivalent to balancedness on P1, is too strong and fails even for well-behaved and naturally-
occurring bundles (see the Example below). So we are led to seek a different tack.
The tack followed here is very simple-minded. Given a nodal curve of the form
C = C1 ∪ T
with T a rat tail, i.e. a P1 meeting C1 in 1 point, a smoothing of (C, EC) is, under suitable condi-
tions, a modification of a smoothing of (C1, E
′
C1
) where E′C1 is a suitable and identifiable modifi-
cation of EC1 . This remark lends itself to iteration, which enables us to handle the case of a curve
with any number of rational-tree tails.
Balanced bundles, smoothings. By definition, a vector bundle E on P1 is said to be balanced if
E ≃ r+O(d+)⊕ (r− r+)O(d+ − 1), 0 < r+ ≤ r.
Here r+ and d+ are respectively called the upper rank and upper degree of E. The subbundle
E+ = r+O(d+) ⊂ E
is uniquely determined and called the upper subbundle of E. For a point p ∈ C, E+(p) ⊂ E(p)
is called the upper subspace at p. It is well known (Brieskorn, passim) that any bundle on P1
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admits a semiuniversal deformation whose general member is balanced (this also follows from
the fact that balancedness is equivalent to rigidity, i.e. h1(Eˇ⊗ E) = 0).
Herewe deal with nodal connected curves with smooth components only. A component (resp.
connected subcurve) T of such a curve is said to be a rational tail (resp. broken rational tail) if
T ≃ P1 (resp. T is a connected rational tree) and T meets the rest of the curve in 1 point. If
C is a nodal connected curve and EC is a vector bundle on C, then a smoothing of (C, EC) is an
irreducible surface S together with a proper morphism to a smooth connected curve
pi : S → B,
with smooth general fibre, such that for some point 0 ∈ B, pi−1(0) = C as schemes, togetherwith
a vector bundle E on S such that E|C = EC. Note that S is smooth at smooth points of C and
has at worst rational double points at nodes of C. Resolving these, we obtain a smoothing with
smooth total space and special fibre C′ which is Cwith some rational trees inserted at nodes, and
a bundle E′C′ which is the pullback of EC, hence trivial on the extra trees.
Elementary modifications. Given a vector bundle E on a variety X, a Cartier divisor D on X,
and an exact sequence of locally-free OD-modules
0→ P→ ED → Q→ 0,
the elementary down modification of E corresponding to Q is an exact sequence
0→ MQ(E)→ E → Q→ 0.
Then MQ(E) is a locally free OD-module and fits in another exact sequence
0→ E→ MQ(E)(D)→ P⊗OD(D)→ 0.
Set MP(E) := MQ(E)(D), called the elementary up modification of E corresponding to P. For
restriction on D, we have an exact sequence
0→ Q⊗OD(−D)→ MQ(E)⊗OD → P→ 0.
Amodification if E is a composition of an elementary down and an elementary upmodification.
These constructions apply in particular to the case of a bundle E on a curve C and a smoothly
supported reduced divisor D = ∑ pℓ on C as divisor, so P and Q are just a sub and quotient
vector space of ED =
⊕
E ⊗ k(pℓ). If D is supported on a unique component F of C and E
restricted on F is balanced, the modification is said to be in general position (resp. general) if the
induced map
E+F ⊗ k(p) → Q
has maximal rank (resp. is general). In that case it is easy to check that MQ(E)|F is also balanced,
with upper rank r+ − s if r+ > s or r+ r+ − s if r+ ≤ s. See Lemma 3 below for a more general
result.
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Results.
Theorem 1. Let C = B∪
⋃
Ti be a connected nodal curve with broken rational tails T1, ..., Tk respectively
attached to B at p1, ..., pk and let E be a vector bundle on C. Assume
(i) on each component of each Ti, E is balanced;
(ii) at each node p of C on any tail, the gluing of the restriction of E on the two components of C through
p is general.
Then any smoothing of (C, E) is a birational pullback of a deformation of a general modification of EB
at p1, ..., pk.
Proof. Given a smoothing, we first resolve all singularities of the surface on C to obtain a smooth-
ing with smooth total space, at the cost of enlarging the broken tails Ti by some further rational
trees Kj onwhich E is trivial. Hence wemay assume smooth total space. Thus, we have a smooth
fibred surface pi : S→ B with
pi
−1(0) = B ∪
⋃
Ti ∪
⋃
Kj
such that the restriction of E on each component of each Ti is balanced and each EKj is trivial.
Now the proof is by induction on the number of irreducible components of
⋃
Ti ∪
⋃
Kj. Let F
be an extremal such component, i.e. F meets the rest of the curve in a single point p, hence F is a
(−1) curve. By assumption w can write
EF ≃ r
+OF(d
+)⊕ (r− r+)OF(d
+ − 1).
Replacing E by its twist E(d+F), we may assume d+ = 0. Now if r+ < r perform an elementary
modification on E corresponding to the quotient
E → (r− r+)OF(−1).
This yields a subsheaf E′ ⊂ E, equal to E off pi−1(0), with E′F ≃ rOF . Moreover if F
∗ is the unique
other compoent of C through p then E′|F∗ is an elementarymodification of EF∗ at pwhich, thanks
to our general gluing hypothesis, is general. Hence we may as well assume EF ≃ rOF .
Now considering the standard exact sequence
0→ E⊗OF(−(r+ 1)F)→ E⊗ (OS/OS(−(r+ 1)F))→ E⊗ (OS/OS(−rF))→ 0
plus the fact that OF(−F) = OF(1) it follows easily that if Fˆ denotes the formal completion of S
along F, then
E⊗OFˆ ≃ rOFˆ .
Consequently if we let f : S → S′ denote the blowing down of the (−1) curve F, then by the
formal function theorem f∗(E) is locally free near q = f (E) (also R1 f∗(E) = 0). Hence is we let
E′ = f∗(E)
then , identifying the general fibre Y of S/B and S′/B, we have EY ≃ E
′
Y. and we may continue
the induction.

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Corollary 2. Let T be a rational tree and let ET be a vector bundle on T whose restriction on each
component is balanced and where the gluing at each node is general. Then a smoothing of (T, ET) has
balanced general fibre.
Actually the Theorem implies more, to the effect that a general smoothing of (C, E) is ’bet-
ter behaved’ than EB. To make this precise, it is convenient to use the language of partitions.
Suppose E is a vector bundle on P1of the form
E ≃
s⊕
i=1
riO(di), d1 > d2 > ... > ds.
The subbundles
Ej =
i
∑
j=1
riO(di)
are canonically defined and form the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of E:
E1 ⊂ E2 ⊂ .... ⊂ Es = E.
We associate to E the partition Π(E) with blocks of height di and width ri, i = 1, ..., s and total
width r. These partitions are lexicographically ordered via the degree sequence (di) and if E
′ is
a general member of a deformation on E then
Π(E′) ≤ Π(E).
Given a partition Π of degree d and width r and an integer k, the elementary modification of type k
of Π, denoted Mk(Π), is the lexicographically smallest partition Π
′ of width r and degree d+ k,
such that,
Π′ ⊃ Π, k > 0,
and
Π′ ⊂ Π, k < 0.
One way to define Mk(Π) is inductively as M1(Mk−1(Π)) (k > 0) or M−1(Mk+1(Π)) (k < 0),
where M1(Π) (resp. M−1(Π)) replaces the first (resp. last) column of height dr (resp. d1) by a
column of height dr + 1 (resp. d1 − 1).
A modification corresponding to E → Q =
t⊕
ℓ=1
Qpℓ supported D = ∑ pℓ is said to be in general
position if for each i the induced map
Ei ⊗OD → Q
has maximal rank.
Lemma 3. If E′ is an elementary modification in general position of E (up or down, at one or more points),
and
deg(E′) = deg(E) + k
then
Π(E′) = Mk(Π(E)).
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Proof. It suffices treat the case of a down modification. Let j be smallest such that Ej ⊗OD → Q
is surjective. Then there is an exact sequence
0→
⊕
i<j
riO(di − 1)⊕ r
′
jO(dj − 1)→ E
′ → (rj − r
′
j)O(dj)⊕
⊕
i>j
riO(di)→ 0
with r1 + ...+ rj−1 + r
′
j = ℓ(Q), 0 < r
′
j ≤ rj. Such a sequence automatically splits and this suffices
to imply that E′ has the desired partition. 
Therefore the Theorem implies (compare [4], Lemma 7):
Corollary 4. Assumptions as in the Theorem, if B ≃ P1 and (C′, E′) is a smoothing of E then Π(E′) ≤
Mk(Π(EB)), where k = ∑deg(ETi).
Example 5. Let C = B ∪
t⋃
i=1
Ti be a rational comb and let E be a vector bundle on C whose
restriction on each Ti is isomorphic of O ⊕O(−1), with general gluing at nodes. Then h
0(Eˇ ⊗
E) ≥ t hence if t ≥ 5 then h0(Eˇ⊗ E) > 4 = χ(Eˇ⊗ E) hence h1(Eˇ⊗ E) > 0. Consequently, E is not
by any reasonable definition balanced (in fact E is not a direct sum of line bundles). Nonetheless,
the Theorem applies to E, showing that a smoothing E′ of E is a deformation of a general down
modification of EB at the nodes. Consequently, if EB ≃ O(a1)⊕O(a2) then E
′ ≃ O(b1)⊕O(b2)
with |b1 − b2| ≤ max(|a1 − a2| − t, 1).
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